
 Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Santiago Jiménez Ortiz 

c/San Luis, Nº21, 3ºD, 33205 Gijón (España) 

654494114    

santi84j@gmail.com 

Sex Male | Date of birth 08/04/1995 | Nationality España 

JOB APPLIED FOR Translation

WORK EXPERIENCE

Commercial
1300gr, Gijón (España) 

-Relations with potential customers.

-Membership recruitment.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

09/2011–06/2013 Post Compulsory Secondary Education
IES Universidad Laboral Gijón, Gijón (España) 

-Scientific modality.

09/09/2013–06/2017 Degree in modern languages and its literatures EQF level 6

Universidad de Oviedo, Oviedo (España) 

-Italian lingüistics.

-Italian literature.

-Italian culture and history.

-Italian-Spanish translation.

-Literature theory.

-Portuguese lingüistics.

-Portuguese literature.

-Portuguese translation.

-Portuguese culture and history.

-Texts editing.

-English language.

-Journalism theory and composition.

-Internships.

 

09/2017–Present Master's degree in secondary education (English language) EQF level 7

Universidad de Oviedo, Gijón (España) 

-Education science.

-Teaching methods.

-Psychology.

-Education laws.
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-Drama related to teaching methods.

-Internships.

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Spanish

Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

Italian C2 C2 C1 C2 C2

Modern languages degree. 
 Monthly course certificate of c2 level. 

Portuguese B2 C1 B2 B2 B2

Modern languages degree. 

English C1 C1 B2 C1 C1

Modern languages degree. 

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills -Good communication skills thanks to my experience as street commercial and my internships as a 
teacher in secondary education.

-Writing skills thanks to my degree projects and inherent activities to a languages student.

-Good vocal training due to my choir practise. 

Job-related skills -End of degree project related to translation and censorship of spanish cinema into italian language, 
which has provided me with a good background of translation knowledge and practise, as well as the 
subjects related to translation.

-Deep knowledge of Italian language and culture, which implies more proficiency in socio-cultural 
translation aspects.

-Erasmus experience living in Italy, where it was compulsory to translate an important amount of legal 
documents.

 

Digital skills SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem
solving

Independent user Independent user Independent user Independent user Independent user

Digital skills - Self-assessment grid 

- Training on the use of Microsoft Word as a text editor.

- Training on the use of Adobe InDesing as a text editor.
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